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Measurement and Reporting
of Initial Evaluations
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MULTI- TIERED SYSTEM OF SUPPORT
(MTSS)
MTSS is defined as the practice of providing
• high-quality instruction for all students;
• interventions matched to student need;
• monitoring progress frequently to make
decisions about changes in instruction or goals;
and
• applying child response data to important
educational decisions.
(Batsche et al., 2005)
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WHAT DOES MTSS LOOK LIKE?

University of Florida, MTSS/UDLE/DI Professional Development Module
http://ceedar.education.ufl.edu/mtss-udl-di-dev/MTSSchapterStart.html
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TIERED SYSTEM

Sailor, W. (2008, Sept) Inclusion through a different logic model. Presentation at the 2008
Global Summit on Education, Washington DC.
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IMPLEMENTATION FEATURES OF MTSS
The core features of MTSS include:
• Expectations for high quality, research-based
instruction in general education classrooms.
• Universal, classroom-based screening to identify
need for additional support.
• Collaborative, team-based approach to
development, implementation, and evaluation of
alternative interventions.
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IMPLEMENTATION FEATURES CONT..
• Increasingly intense, multi-tiered application of
high-quality, evidence-based instruction matched
to individual needs.
• Continuous monitoring of progress to determine
impact of interventions.
• Expectations for parent involvement throughout the
process.
• Focus on student outcomes.
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WHEN TO REFER
• At what point in the district’s tiered intervention
process are students who are suspected of
having a disability referred for a special
education evaluation?
• The frequency rate of the data collection and
the rate of progress monitoring of the tiered
intervention are essential when determining
whether to refer for special education.
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OVERVIEW OF THE
SPECIAL EDUCATION PROCESS
Referral
Referral made

Disposition of Referral meeting

Evaluation
Parent Consent to Evaluate

Evaluations conducted

Determination of Eligibility
Evaluation results review

IEP team determination of eligibility

Development and Approval of the IEP
IEP team meeting to develop IEP

District and Parent Consent to implement IEP

Placement
Appropriate placement for implementation of the IEP proposed

Parent Consent for Placement

Ongoing monitoring of the IEP
Annual review of the IEP
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REFERRAL
• Who may refer a child to special education?
• Any person may refer a child under the age of 21 years to
the IEP team

• Within 15 business days of the referral the IEP team
must hold a Disposition of Referral meeting to
determine:
• whether the concerns raised by the referral can be
addressed utilizing existing pupil support services available
to all children;
• whether additional information is required, and what
evaluations, if any, are needed to address any remaining
concerns raised by the referral
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REFERRAL
• The IEP team shall, within 15 business days of
the referral, give the parent written notice of
its disposition of the referral.
• The referral date should only be added into
NHSEIS if the district has obtained parent
consent to evaluate.
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EVALUATION
• If the IEP team determines that more information is
required, the team determines which evaluations
will need to be completed based on the area of
suspected disability.

• The parent must provide consent to evaluate in
order to conduct the evaluations.
• The date of receipt of parent consent to evaluate is
the date that is entered into NHSEIS.
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THE EVALUATION PROCESS
The school district must—
• Use a variety of assessment tools and strategies to
gather relevant functional, developmental, and
academic information about the child, including
information provided by the parent, and MTSS
information, that may assist in determining—
• Whether the child is a child with a disability;
• Whether the child requires specially-designed instruction;
and
• The content of the child's IEP, including information related
to enabling the child to be involved in and progress in the
general education curriculum (or for a preschool child, to
participate in appropriate activities)
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INITIAL EVALUATION TIMELINE

For initial evaluations, the evaluation process shall
be completed within 60 days after receipt of
parental consent to evaluate.
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RE-EVALUATION
• The purpose for a re-evaluation is to review existing
evaluation data and to determine:
• whether the child continues to have such a disability, and
the educational needs of the child;
• whether the child continues to need special education and
related services; and
• whether any additions or modifications to the special
education and related services are needed to enable the
child to meet the measurable annual goals set out in the IEP
of the child and to participate, as appropriate, in the
general education curriculum.
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RE-EVALUATION CONT.
• As part of an initial evaluation (if appropriate) and as part of
any reevaluation, the IEP Team and other qualified
professionals, as appropriate, must—
• Review existing evaluation data on the child, including—
Evaluations and information provided by the parents of
the child;

Current classroom-based, local, or State assessments,
and classroom-based observations; and
Observations by teachers and related services providers
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RE-EVALUATION TIMELINE
• For re-evaluations, the evaluation process shall
be completed within 60 days after the receipt
of parental consent to evaluate, or at the
conclusion of any extension.
• Upon written consent of the parties, the 60 day
time limit for re-evaluations may be extended
by a specific number of days, not to exceed 30
days.
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CHILDREN IN EARLY
SUPPORTS AND SERVICES
• For children served by family centered early
supports and services, the evaluation process,
including a written summary report, shall be
completed prior to the child’s third birthday.
• A copy of the written summary report will be given
to the parent or legal guardian.
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DETERMINATION OF ELIGIBILITY
• Upon completion of the administration of
assessments and other evaluation measures—
• A group of qualified professionals and the parent
of the child determines whether the child is a
child with a disability, and the educational needs
of the child; and
• The public agency provides a copy of the
evaluation report and the documentation of
determination of eligibility at no cost to the
parent.
(34 CFR 300.306)
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PROCEDURES
Ed 1107.04(d) requires that the LEA provide parents with
copies of each examiner’s evaluation and assessment
report(s) at least 5 days prior to the meeting of the IEP
team at which the evaluation and assessment report(s) will
be discussed.
The LEA shall provide the report(s) by sending the report(s)
to the parents via US mail unless the parents and the LEA
agree upon another method.
The parent may waive, in writing, the sending of the
reports.
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SPECIAL RULE FOR ELIGIBILITY
DETERMINATION
A child must not be determined to be a child with a
disability if the determinant factor for that
determination is—
• Lack of appropriate instruction in reading, including
the essential components of reading instruction;
• Lack of appropriate instruction in math; or
• Limited English proficiency; and
• If the child does not otherwise meet the eligibility
criteria.
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PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING
ELIGIBILITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEED
In interpreting evaluation data for the purpose of determining if
a child is a child with a disability and the educational needs of
the child, the district must—
• Draw upon information from a variety of sources, including
• aptitude and achievement tests,
• parent input,
• teacher recommendations,
• information about the child's physical condition, social or
cultural background, and
• adaptive behavior.

• Ensure that information obtained from all of these sources is
documented and carefully considered.
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ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATION
• If a determination is made that a child has a
disability and needs special education and
related services, an IEP must be developed for
the child.
• A meeting to develop an IEP for a child is
conducted within 30 days of a determination
that the child needs special education and
related services.
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FAILURE TO RESPOND
• If a referral and parent consent are granted and the parent fails
to respond within 14 days after the sending of written prior notice
for determining disability classification, pursuant to Ed 1120.04(b),
the LEA shall implement its proposed changes if the LEA has taken
reasonable measures to obtain informed written consent.
• A notice for the initial determination must be sent to the parent.
• The “implied” consent may be used for determination however,
cannot be used for initial provision of services in an IEP.
• Reasonable measures include:
• Documentation of telephone calls to the parent, made or
attempted, and the results of those calls; and
• Copies of correspondence sent to the parent and any
responses received. Correspondence shall be sent certified
mail, return receipt requested.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION PROCESS FOR ELIGIBILITY IN
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE SPECIAL EDUCATION
INFORMATION SYSTEM (NHSEIS)
• If a student is referred but there is no parent consent
to evaluate, do not enter the referral in NHSEIS.
• If there is parent consent for evaluations, please
enter the data into NHSEIS in the order of the
special education process:
• Referral
• Parent Consent
• Eligibility Determination (whether eligible or non-eligible)
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ELIGIBILITY PROCESS CONT...
Parent Consent
Parent Consent is granted

Assessments done for area of suspected
disability

Eligibility Determination
Eligibility Determination date entered into NHSEIS

Found Eligible? Yes or No entered

Disability Identification
If “yes” to eligibility then disability classification
chosen from “Primary” dropdown

Disabilities can only be selected if appropriate
assessments have been entered into NHSEIS.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION PROCESS CONT…
• The primary disability selected should represent the area
of suspected disability that the assessments were
conducted.
• If the team determines at the eligibility determination
meeting that there is not enough information to
determine eligibility then “No” should be entered into
NHSEIS.
• If the team determines that a different area of
suspected disability may apply and more assessments
should be conducted then
• enter “No” for the assessed disability and
• begin the referral, parent consent and evaluation process
again based on the new area of suspected disability.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION IN
NHSEIS CONT…
• If a student moves during the evaluation process,
the district is required to exit the student (using the
exit reasons provided in NHSEIS) and provide
documentation regarding the exceptional
circumstance for an evaluation exceeding the 60
day timeline.
• The date the district determined that the child
moved is the date entered into NHSEIS.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION IN
NHSEIS CONT…
• If a student moves in from out of state and was
found eligible in the previous state:
• Dates of referral, parent consent and eligibility from the
other state can be entered into NHSEIS; and

• The district reviews the eligibility to determine if it meets NH
requirements for that disability.

• This would not be considered an initial evaluation.
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STATE REPORTING FOR
INITIAL EVALUATIONS
The New Hampshire Department of Education
(NHDOE) is mandated by the U.S. Department of
Education to report district data for Indicator #11,
a compliance indicator contained within New
Hampshire’s State Performance Plan (SPP).
Indicator #11 is a measure used to monitor the
“percent of children with parental consent to
evaluate, who were evaluated and eligibility
determined within 60 days (or state established
timelines).”
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INDICATOR 11 MEASUREMENT
Measurement:
• # of children for whom parental consent to
evaluate was received.
• # of children whose evaluations were
completed within 60 days(or Stateestablished timeline).
• The Federal Target for this Indicator is 100%
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DATA POINTS FOR MEASUREMENT
IN NHSEIS
• For purposes of federal reporting of Indicator 11
data, Advanced Reporting (AR) in NHSEIS pulls the
data from
• receipt of Parent Consent to the Evaluation
Report date.
• Ed 1107.05(a) requires that the IEP team develop
a written summary containing the results of the
various diagnostic findings and forward a copy of
the report to the parent.
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DATA POINTS FOR MEASUREMENT IN
NHSEIS CONT…
The date of the written summary (Evaluation
Report) is entered into NHSEIS in the
Evaluation Report box located under the
Assessments grid.
If the Evaluation Report has been created,
then this assumes that the assessments
required for the initial eligibility
determination have been completed.
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ALLOWABLE EXCEPTIONS TO THE
60 DAY TIMEFRAME
• The timeframe of 60 days does not apply to a district if—
• The parent of a child repeatedly fails or refuses to
produce the child for the evaluation; or
• A child enrolls in a school of another public agency
after the relevant timeframe has begun, and prior to a
determination by the child's previous public agency as
to whether the child is a child with a disability.
• In this case, the child’s previous district and new district
should work together to ensure that the evaluation of the
child is completed.
34 CFR 300.301(d)(1), (2)
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PARENT EXCEPTION FORM
This exception form would
be used for the following
reasons:
• Child was out sick for an
extended period of time;
• Child moved after the
evaluation process had
begun; and
• Other incidences where
the parent did not make
the child available for
evaluations;
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DOCUMENTATION FOR
ALLOWABLE EXCEPTIONS
District’s may provide the following as
documentation to support an allowable exception:
•
•
•
•

Doctor’s note;
Absence or tardy schedules;
District documentation of student move;
Emails or other written documentation that
supports the allowable exception.
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NEW STUDENT ENROLLMENT
EXCEPTION FORM
• This exception form
would be used if a
student moved into a
district during the initial
evaluation process.
• Example: evaluation
began in a different
district but finished in
current district
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SCHOOL DISTRICT DISASTER
EXCEPTION FORM
• This exception form would
be used when a school
district experiences a serious
disruption, occurring over a
relatively short time which
exceeds the ability of the
school to resume daily
functions including
evaluations of students with
disabilities.
• Examples: School roof
caving in, no school due to
emergency situation, State
of NH declared state of
emergency.
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NON-ALLOWABLE EXCEPTIONS
• Exceptions that are not considered allowable
include:
• Holiday breaks and holiday days;
• Snow days;
• Lack of district personnel to complete the
evaluations;
• District rescheduled meeting due to lack of
required personnel to make decisions.
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DATA EXAMPLE #1

Referral

Parent
Consent

3/9/2017

9/6/2017

Evaluation Eligibility
Days
Report Date Determinati
on
10/20/2017 10/25/2017 44

Timely

Timely

8/21/2017 9/26/2017 11/30/2017 11/30/2017 65

Untimely

9/7/2017

Timely

9/21/2017 10/15/2017 11/2/2017

34
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DATA EXAMPLE #2

Referral

Parent
Consent

Evaluation Eligibility
Days
Report Date Determinati
on

9/22/2017

9/26/2017

8/2/2017

9/5/2017

9/7/2017

10/20/2017 11/30/2017 12/2/2017

Timely

Untimely
10/1/2017

10/15/2017 26
40

Timely
Timely
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DATA EXAMPLE #3

Referral

Parent
Consent

Evaluation
Eligibility
Report Date Determin
ation

Days

Timely

6/2/2017

6/6/2017

8/31/2017

86

Untimely

9/5/2017
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SOME ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS
1.) What is your district’s policy regarding data entry in

NHSEIS? (One person or many)

2.) What are the implications for a district when other

schools (charter or private schools) enter data for the district?
3.) What are the procedures for staffing, referrals and

data entry in the summer months?

4.) What are the policies and practices (district wide) for

parent participation? What are the ways the district is working
to encourage parents to participate in the special education
process? What could change?
5.) Are their other training opportunities your district can

take advantage of? (NHSEIS training)
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NEW PROCESS FOR DATA REVIEW
• The New Hampshire Department of Education, Bureau of
Special Education has created a new process for
annually reviewing data in preparation for federal
reporting.

• Indicator 11 (Timely Initial Evaluation) has been created
in a new NHSEIS feature called Advanced Reporting
(AR) which allows district’s to generate their own data
for review.
• This process is described in FY’18, Memo #17 and is
available on our website
https://www.education.nh.gov/instruction/special_ed/m
emos/index.htm
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REPORT REVIEW PROCESS
AND TIMELINES
• The new annual data review process provides a
two week window during which districts will
individually run the identified reports in NHSEIS.
• During this time period, districts will have the
opportunity to:
• review their data and make any corrections as
appropriate;
• identify and begin gathering documentation that may
be requested as part of a State desk audit for specific
indicators.
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REPORT REVIEW PROCESS
AND TIMELINES CONT..
• Following this two week window, the State will pull
the official reports from the system and begin its
analysis for the federal reports with the
understanding that all district data has been verified
and is accurate.

•

FY’18 Memo # 17
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INFORMATION
We are here for you!

If you need any assistance regarding the eligibility
determination process or Indicator 11, please feel free to
call Bridget Brown at (603) 271-3776.

For more information regarding the New Annual Data
Review Process & Timelines, please refer to the
Bureau of Special Education FY’18 Memo #17, distributed
on December 14, 2017.
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